
Some people believe that life is so complicated, but anothers think it is not that much hard, it is just 
challenging. Every person has his or her opinion about this journey and as people grow up and learn 
more this opinion Will change by pasting time. In the following paragraphs I am going to mention and 
explain these two general kinds of these mindsets .

A group of people think that it is best to accept a bad situation. For instance not being wealthy and even 
shortage of money or unsatisfactory or a low paid Job or working in a bed bad Environment or place 
with no benefits from the company they work for, and just  to receive a little bit of money for essential 
payments such as transportation or food etc.

Sometimes these people say that "we should have a job no matter what it is and it is way much/far 
better to have no job." They think that if we are in this kind of situation It is necessary to accept it, or 
even if we live in a low level neighborhood we should cope with it and there is no way except staying 
there.

Nowadays some people have produced and joined a business which where they call themselves  "life 
coaches". They are running different classes or presenting in audience auditoriums to give people the 
energy of improving and boosting their lives and to level up themselves. 

I personally have the same idea with group two. I believe in developing the situation of life and rising up 
or achieve achieving a better lifestyle. Some people say that it is not endless and you will be anxious for 
your life and your achievements. It is not true though. We should make a balance in our lives and enjoy 
it and . Also learn how to live our dreams. It is important to be satisfied and happy but wanting to have 
more.

Therefore, we should not be scared of achieving. People who live in their Comfort Zone, that come 
coming from the group one, have this personality. They might not have enough experience or 
knowledge and be worried about their future or think "what if I could not achieve or do that". If 
somebody has such a mindset he or she wouldhad better to ask for help and try not be scared or avoid 
new opportunities.

we should Think about how many years we want to live? Is having no challenge in life valuable? There is 
a famous quote which says "It is Not how old you are , it is how you are old". So we ought to enjoy the 
ability of achieving. 


